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Blank Cells Become
Zero in a Formula Result
When using formulas to replicate a range

link to a blank cell. One solution is to

of data from one worksheet onto another,

replace the blank cells with either a

Using a Global
Worksheet Setting

such as with VLOOKUP or a simple for-

space or a null entry. A blank cell is a cell

There’s a setting in Excel Options to pre-

mula like =Sheet1!B2, you’ll find that

without any data. If a cell contains a

vent the display of zero values. Unfortu-

Excel has the annoying problem of chang-

space or an apostrophe, it’s no longer

nately, this setting will apply to the entire

ing empty cells to a zero.

considered blank by Excel. Even though

worksheet and not just to a selected

you can’t see anything in the cell, Excel

range.

In Figure 1, the window at the bottom
of the worksheet shows the original data.

no longer follows the logic for blank

Cell B2 has a value of 1255, while cell B3

cells.

is blank. The window at the top of the

The process of filling empty cells is

down to Display Options for This Work-

figure is another worksheet in the same

amazingly simple:

sheet. Uncheck the box labeled “Show a

workbook. Formulas such as =Original!B2

1. Select the entire range of the original

zero in cells that have zero value.”

are used throughout the table to pull the
data from the original worksheet to the
formulas worksheet. For cell B2, this
works perfectly—both show 1255. In cell
B3, however, the blank cell has been
changed to a zero. This happens eight
times in this small sample data set; any
empty cells in the source range become

data.
2. Type Ctrl+G to display the Go To
dialog.
3. Click the Special button in the lowerleft corner of the Go To dialog.
4. In the Special dialog, choose Blanks.
Click OK.

In Excel 2007, go to the Office Button
and select Excel Options, Advanced. Look
for the same setting as in Excel 2010.
In Excel 2003, go to the Tools menu
and select Options, View. Uncheck “Zero
Values” in the Window Options section
of the dialog.

5. Type an apostrophe, and then press
empty cells in the original data set

Using a Custom
Number Format

lem. One involves changing the source

with a null value. You won’t see the

Many people have used the Number tab

range slightly. The others involve some

apostrophe in the cell.

of the Format Cells dialog to change a

zeroes in the formula range.
There are three solutions to this prob-

Ctrl+Enter. This will fill all of the

number format to display thousands sep-

clever number formatting to hide the
The problem with this solution is that

zeroes in the result.
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In Excel 2010, go to File, Options,
Advanced. Scroll about 60% of the way

arators, currency symbols, and/or a cer-

it changes the source data. You might

tain number of decimal places. While the

Correcting the
Source Data

not want to do that. In that case, you

Number, Currency, and Accounting cate-

can use a custom number format to hide

gories allow you to easily control those

Excel will put a zero anytime that you

the zero cells.

settings, there’s actually a powerful cate-
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Figure 1

Figure 2

gory at the bottom of the Category list

create a third zone with nothing in it.

called Custom.

Since many formats only have one or

A custom number format can contain
one to four zones. The zones allow you
to have a different number format for

clear out the third zone:

two zones, you might have to add semi-

_($*#,##0_);_($*(#,##0);;_(@)

colons to create a third zone.
Select the range you are using and

positive, negative, zero, and text values.

type Ctrl+1 to display the Format Cells

Zones are separated by a semicolon.

dialog. Select the Number tab. Select

Typically, the first zone of the custom

To suppress zeroes in this format,

The Currency format might look like
this:
$#,##0_);($#,##0)

the Custom category. You will see the

number format is used for positive and

current formatting code in the Type

zero values. The second zone is used for

box. You might have a simple format

at the end to create an empty third

negative numbers.

with one zone, such as “0.” In this

zone:

In that case, simply add a semicolon

A bit of magic happens when you

case, you would change the format to

add a third zone to the custom number

“0;-0;” as shown in Figure 2. This for-

format. The first zone is for positive, the

mat says to use no decimals for posi-

second zone is for negative, and the

tive and no decimals for negative. The

tom number format allows you to sup-

third zone is for zero. An optional fourth

final semicolon creates a third zone to

press zeroes in one specific range of a

zone is used for text values.

handle zero. Since there’s nothing

worksheet. SF

For example, the following format
would display positive numbers in green,
negative in red, zero in blue, and text in
black:
[green]0;[red]-0;[blue]0;@
To suppress the display of zero values,

$#,##0_);($#,##0);
Using a blank third zone of the cus-

typed in the third zone, the zero won’t
appear.
Here’s another example. If you like the
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Accounting format, you might find that

2010 is now available from QUE: Live-

the custom number format starts out
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with four zones:
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